June 2, 2017

InfoValue Announces Delivery of IPTV Emergency Channel Tuning V2

Instant dissemination of accurate and time
sensitive emergency messaging to IPTV
endpoints
ELMSFORD, N.Y. – June 2nd, 2017 – InfoValue
Computing, Inc. (“InfoValue”), IP Media Experts,
today announced the delivery of its IPTV
Emergency Channel Tuning (“ECT”) Version 2
(“V2”), adding significant enhancements in
messaging precision and efficiency over ECT’s
proven capability of instant dissemination of time
sensitive emergency messaging to IPTV
endpoints (“TVs”), including smart TVs and
set-top boxes.
When activated, ECT turns on TVs, if needed,
tunes TVs to show the assigned messages, and, if
appropriate, locks down TVs. Different messages
can be shown on different TVs at the same time.
For example, when facing a tornado, the
messages to TVs in buildings near beach are to
leave for inland buildings and the messages to
TVs in inland buildings are to stay inside their
buildings. Different messages can be shown for
different types of emergencies.
“This new version significantly expands ECT’s
messaging flexibility and accuracy, and
simultaneously makes ECT easy to use,” said Dr.
Monsong Chen, president and CEO of InfoValue.
“The original ECT is in operation in large scale,
mission critical deployments for many years. This
V2 is suitable for deployments of any scale and
any type, assisting the operators in coping with
increasingly more complicated scenarios.”

Administrators and operators perform all
specifications and activations via the secured
ECT Console, which runs on most browsers on
Windows & Mac PCs and iOS & Android tablets
and smartphones.
InfoValue’s ECT feature is available now from
InfoValue at 914-345-5980 (www.infovalue.com)
or InfoValue resellers.

About InfoValue
Founded in 1994 and experts in providing
comprehensive and premium IP Media platforms
and solutions, InfoValue is recognized for
innovations and advances in IPTV technology
that has set the pace in performance, scalability
and intelligence. InfoValue delivers IPTV
solutions and products to hospitality, healthcare,
education, enterprise, government and telecomm
markets. InfoValue's corporate headquarters are
located at 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY
10523. More information on InfoValue and its
products and services is available at
www.infovalue.com, via e-mail at
info@infovalue.com, or by phone at (914)
345-5980.

